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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which two response headers are added by Application Firewall?
(Choose two.)
A. Transfer-Encoding
B. Accept-Encoding
C. Set-Cookie

D. Accept-Language
E. Range
Answer: A,C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Reference: https://support.citrix.com/article/CTX131488

NEW QUESTION: 2
You are a system administrator for your company.
The company has satellite offices located within different
regions around the world and does not want employees to rely on
carrying computers around when they visit the satellite
offices. The company is deploying Windows To Go as a solution.
You need to ensure that the company has the proper
configuration for Windows To Go before deploying the solution.
Which configuration should you use?
A. A USB 1.0 device certified for use for Windows To Go
B. A second partition to run Windows To Go with a minimum of a
DVD-RW to write Windows To Go data
C. At least one USB 2.0 port on the host PC
D. An ISO image of the computer on a DVD-RW
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
An HP Provision switch loses its OpenFlow connection to the HP
VAN SDN Controller. How is traffic processed by default if no
controller teaming is configured?
A. Packets and messages of new flows behave as a legacy switch
or router would. Existing flows of this OpenFlow instance are
removed. This is because the default setting on HP Provision
switches is fail-standalone.
B. Packets and messages of new flows behave as a legacy switch
or router would. Existing flows of this OpenFlow instance are
removed. This is because the default setting on HP Provision
switches is fail-secure.
C. Packets and messages destined to the controller are dropped.
Flows continue to expire according to their time-outs. This is
because the default setting on HP Provision switches is
fail-standalone.
D. Packets and messages destined to the controller are dropped.
Flows continue to expire according to their time-outs. This is
because the default setting on HP Provision switches is
fail-secure.
Answer: D
Explanation:
OpenFlow instance connection interruption mode You can set the
type of behavior when the switch loses connection with the
controller. OpenFlow instance connection interruption mode
fail-secure If the switch loses connection with all of the

controllers, packets and messages destined to the current
controller are dropped. Flows continue to expire according to
their time-outs. Default: fail-secure
Reference: HP OpenFlow Switches
http://h20628.www2.hp.com/km-ext/kmcsdirect/emr_na-c03512348-4.
pdf (page 21)

NEW QUESTION: 4
You have several servers that have the following hardware
installed:
A network card
2 GB of physical memory
A 100-GB hard disk drive
A x86 processor and mother board
You plan to install Windows Server 2012 on the servers.
You need to identify which hardware component must be replaced
before the planned installation.
Which hardware component should you identify?
A. The network card
B. The 100-GB hard disk drive
C. The x86 processor and mother board
D. The 2 GB of physical memory
Answer: C
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